Mudslide-caused ecosystem degradation following Wenchuan earthquake 2008
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[1] We have applied a scalable and extensible geo-fluid model (SEGMENT) that considers soil mechanics, vegetation transpiration and root mechanical reinforcement, and hydrological processes to simulate two dimensional maps of the landslides occurrence following the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake. Modeled locations and areas generally agree with observations. The model suggests that the potential energy of earth was lowered by $1.52 \times 10^{15}$ J by these landslides. With this, the vegetation destroyed transfer $\sim 235$ Tg C to the dead respiring pool and transforms $5.54 \times 10^{-2}$ Tg N into unavailable sediments pools and the atmosphere. The cumulative CO$_2$ release to the atmosphere over the coming decades is comparable to that caused by hurricane Katrina 2005 ($\sim 105$ Tg) and equivalent to $\sim 2\%$ of current annual carbon emissions from global fossil fuel combustion. The nitrogen loss is twice as much as that released by the 2007 California Fire ($\sim 2.5 \times 10^{-2}$ Tg). A significant proportion of the nitrogen loss (14%) is in the form of nitrous oxide, which can affect the atmospheric ozone layer. Citation: Ren, D., J. Wang, R. Fu, D. J. Karoly, Y. Hong, L. M. Leslie, C. Fu, and G. Huang (2009), Mudslide-caused ecosystem degradation following Wenchuan earthquake 2008, Geophys. Res. Lett., 36, L05401, doi:10.1029/2008GL036702.

1. Introduction

[2] An undisturbed closed terrestrial ecosystem is a slow carbon and nitrogen sink. Increased disturbance (e.g., fires, floods, and wind-throw) frequency and strength can diminish the terrestrial carbon sink [Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2007] or may even make it a net source [Chambers et al., 2007]. Landslides are an important factor for desertification over mountainous regions because they are an effective way of transferring biomass from live to dead respiring pools. It takes decades for forest stands to fully recover, and takes even longer time for the recovery of soil nutrients, especially true for rainy mountainous areas. The recent earthquake that occurred on May 12, 2008 in Wenchuan, China, caused over $120$ billion in damages to infrastructure and human fatalities. In addition to the direct destruction and devastation wrought by the earthquake itself, the ensuing mudslides are responsible for the horrifying aftermath scenes. Being able to predict the locations and timing of these mudslides, especially using numerical models with sufficient lead time is a scientifically challenging problem, but extremely important to mitigate the landslide impact.

[3] Soil nutrients available for vegetation reside in the top few meters, collocated with those affected by mudslides. Landslides cause topsoil loss in the scar region and accumulate extra soil on the alluvial fans, causing serious damage to above ground vegetation for both areas. The scar area loses nutrients that require decades to recover. The ecosystem experiences a net nutrient loss because the deposit area does not benefit from the nutrients transferred from the scar area, if the soil was originally thick enough to support vegetation growth. Mudslide-caused degradation to ecosystems is being addressed in current research, mainly because the accuracy of current mudslide models is low. Our work is intended to enhance this research area by investigating landslides during and storm-triggered mudslides after the earthquake and their damages to ecosystems. Specifically, our model simulates locations, timing, and soil movement of the landslides. We then estimate the associated soil nutrient loss, and quantify Wenchuan earthquake’s carbon and nitrogen impact on mountain ecosystems using a synthetic approach combining remote sensing precipitation and field investigations of topographical features, and dynamic models for regional scale.

2. Model and Data

[4] We applied an advanced modeling tool—a scalable and extensible geo-fluid model—that explicitly accounts for soil mechanics, vegetation transpiration and root mechanical reinforcement, and relevant hydrological processes. The model considers non-local dynamic balance of the three dimensional topography, soil thickness profile, basal conditions, and vegetation coverage [Ren et al., 2008] in determining the prognostic fields of the driving and resistive forces, and describes the flow fields and the dynamic evolution of thickness profiles of the medium considered, be it granular or plastic.

[5] To understand changes in mudslide frequency, geographical distribution and magnitude, the biggest concern is changes in precipitation amount and intensity, and how much either is infiltrated into the soil or is runoff. This requires a well-tailored land surface scheme that properly balances computational load and accuracy requirements.
China in the vicinity of Wenchuan county, the epicentre. The land cover and land use are naturally complex and comprise a mix of urban, shrub, and forest. For pre-quake conditions, we use the most recent high-resolution DEM provided by the NASA Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM, http://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/srtm/) to estimate slope and orientation of a grid cell. These data, together with the digital maps of soil characteristics prepared by the 5-min. Global Soil Data Task [2000] comprise the static input for our dynamic model. We also use the University of Maryland’s 1 km global land cover [Hansen et al., 2000] to characterize pre-quake vegetation distribution. The morphological characteristics of the root system (e.g., root distribution with depth, root distribution over different diameter classes and root area ratio), root tensile strength and tensile modulus values are assigned according to land cover type and a remote sensing retrieved above-ground biomass density map [Zhang and Kondragunta, 2006].

In mountainous areas, besides the soil moisture condition, surface soil availability sets another limitation on saturated slab thickness [Casadei et al., 2003]. We apply the following rules in initializing the sliding mass thickness. If DEM indicates that the slope is steeper than the dry material repose angle, maximum soil thickness is simply set to zero. Maximum soil thickness also is set as zero initially for impermeable surfaces (e.g., parking lots and pavements) and open waters. However, as simulation proceeds, soil slab thickness can become positive for the impermeable surfaces due to the advection from neighbouring grids.

Most important for shallow landslides modeling in coarse colluviums is that root strength (>300 kPa for most chaparral shrubs) dominates the cohesion (normally less than 0.1 kPa) Following Gray and Barker [2004], we carefully created a mask of root strength and group distribution vertical profile according to the land cover type and the aboveground biomass. The tree root is assumed straight downward, instead of perpendicular to the local slope surface. Our parameterization of the root mechanical reinforcing of the soil shear strength achieves the following general effects: For roots of similar strength, a large number of small roots contributes most to soil reinforcement than a small number of thick roots; trees and shrubs reinforce the soil to greater depth than grasses; In addition, we consider that roots within clayey soils provide larger reinforcement than those residing in sandy soils; and that this reinforcement effect decreases exponentially with increasing soil moisture contents.

May is wet season for Wenchuan region, due to the frequent passing of Plateau vortices [Ye and Gao, 1979]. Heavy rainfall during May 2nd and May 8th, 2008 already soaked the slopes before the initial shock. The major precipitation events on May 13th, 17th, 20th and 25th all caused significant mudslides. All precipitation data for the period May 1–31 used for driving the mudslide model were derived from the 3-hourly Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis [Huffman et al., 2007].

3. Results

Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c are model-derived maps of surface elevation changes for May 30th 2008. Because
dimensions of landslides are usually too small compared with the slopes they reside, we display only a subdomain (31.7–32°N; 104.3–104.6°E, the red box in Figure 1) of the simulation so one can see the landslide locations as highlighted speckles (Figure 2a). The most affected area is to the south of Beichuan, especially the section south of the Jian River. Although elevation is not high, the area along the zigzag section of the Jian River (marked by B at 31.83°N; 104.45°E) is prone to slides, due to the fact that the lateral stress of the ravines is weak and unable to effectively stop the initial basal sliding caused by the earthquake's surface wave and the fact that it is on a soft base material (X. Li, personal communication, 2008).

Figure 2b shows the surface elevation change of a sliding slope marked by B in Figure 2a, superimposed by the bed elevation contours and the velocity field 10 minutes after the flow onset. The earthquake contributed most to the slip and the formation of this scar because the material resides originally on a slope gentler than the repose angle for the then soil moisture condition. A quake surface wave triggered basal sliding that initiated the movement through liquefying the top ~2 m slab. The sliding materials are not spread-out widely (the aspect ratio, defined by the down-gradient direction length of the lobe and the parallel-elevation contour direction width, is close to unity). The material reaches a maximum speed of 5 m s\(^{-1}\) but only briefly because the resistance stress is strong for the still coherent sliding material. The complete cycle of the sliding is reasonably delineated. Lack of high resolution geodetic data prevents a direct verification of these subtle landslide features. Fortunately, a picture of this scar is available (Figure 2d) and the shape and area (~0.2 km\(^2\)) both are close to our model estimation. We compared media reported landslide images (located at cross marks in Figure 2a) with our model predictions. Although there are errors in magnitude and exact location of the pattern, but the visual correspondence is remarkable, given the complex distribution associated with details in topography and local geology.

Figure 2c provides an example of precipitation-triggered mudslide (a mesa near point ‘A’ on Figure 2a) with a wider-spreading tongue. The micro features of mud source region and a spreading, well-sorted lobe are clearly identifiable. Analysis of model results indicates that precipitation triggered mudslides are generally of smaller magnitudes, have a larger mud-spread lobe, and a larger aspect ratio. Zoomed-in look through the entire area indicates that
the locales of mudslides are often along the rivers, at the junctions of ravine with canyons, near the upper points of alluvial fans, or the foot of a steep slope. These agree with many previous studies [Campbell, 1975; Keefer et al., 1987; Iverson, 2000; Godt et al., 2006]. Although soil slips tend to form on steep slopes, there is an exception in this region. Most areas of the Tangjiaoshan mountain ranges (region C in Figure 2a) are not prone to mudslide because, although the slopes are steep, the soils are very shallow or nonexistent. They are underlain by an un-fractured granite rock base, which further reduces the possibility of rain-triggered mudslides. The situation for region D is just the opposite: gentler slopes, lower elevations, but thicker soils. Significant mudslides occurred in region D. This confirms the importance of saturated soil thickness in controlling the magnitude of slides (T. van Asch, personal communication, 2008).

[14] A small, fast-moving landslide in a high-population-density area may pose a greater threat to public safety than a large, slow-moving landslide. This suggests that the mud traveling velocity is likely the single most important index for measuring destructibility. We stipulate a modification to surface elevation larger than 1.5 m and a maximum attainable sliding speed larger than 1.0 m s$^{-1}$ as the criteria for vegetation mortality and burial. Different vegetation and their different parts have quite different C/N ratios. For our domain, improved CASA yields a 420–500 gC and a 6–10 gN per kilogram of burried total biomass. Our estimation of the carbon transfer from live to dead respiring pool is $\sim$235 Tg, larger than the living carbon loss caused by Hurricane Katrina ($\sim$105 Tg) [Chambers et al., 2007], and amounts approximately 2% of current global annual carbon emissions by fossil fuel combustion [IPCC, 2007].

[15] The dead biomass pool is unable to effectively retain nitrogen. Mudslides create a favorable litter quality and quantity, soil moisture, and temperature condition for a promoted net nitrogen mineralization and create a larger nitrate gradient between the aerobic layer and the underlain anaerobic layer, where it is denitrified into gaseous state and lost to the atmosphere. Considering the precipitation climatology over the interested region, the nitrogen recovery rate by the succession species is less than 10%. Mudslides are estimated to cause gaseous loss of $5.54 \times 10^{-2}$ Tg available nitrogen. The CASA model output indicates that a significant proportion of the nitrogen loss (14%) is in the form of nitrous oxide. Figure 2a is the geographical distribution patterns of the long-term (>15 years) nitrogen loss after possible vegetation recovery. Having more fertile soils, mudslides that occurred near Guanyuang to the east and Jiangyou to the south all have more severe nitrogen loss than that shown in Figure 2a. Although the absolute amount is two orders of magnitude smaller than the carbon loss, loss of nitrogen is responsible for a disproportionately large part of the mudslide-related ecosystem damage.

[16] Using the geologic map for the interested region and comparing surface elevation changes before and after the landslides, the model suggests that the potential energy of earth was lowered by $1.52 \times 10^{15}$ J. Using the high-resolution land use mask, our model also outputs the total soil mass that spreads to urbanized area, how much area it covers, and the total amount of soil loss to open waters. For the region of interest, $\sim$1.18 $\times 10^8$ m$^3$ of mud were shed on infrastructures, covering an area of about 110 km$^2$. The quake-caused extra loss of mud is about 64% of the total mass loss during the month-long period. Soil loss to the open waters is minuscule compared with the new granular material created by the quake. Except for those caused directly by the earthquake, mudslides do not occur simultaneously, due primarily to the heterogeneity of rainfall precipitation and its temporal morphology. Most of the mudslides occur after May 13th, as a result of an unfortunate combination of a major storm event and the initial shock that created plenty of granular material covering unstable slopes.

[17] Compared with fires (e.g., the southern California Fires 2007, which emitted $\sim$2.5 $\times 10^{-2}$ TgN in just one week, (C. Wiedinmyer, personal communication, 2007)) and hurricane inundation, landslides caused deforestation is unique in that they involve highly biased nutrient redistribution. Limited soil nutrient and moisture supply make the subsequent vegetation recovery more difficult for the scars. In addition, the scar regions tend to be mid-slopes, causing abrupt reduction in shearing resistance for the upstream slab. This makes future slides easier when triggering factors are ready. Earthquakes are an infrequent natural disturbance. However, by breaking down the shearing resistance between the soil/rock particles in the Qinling hills, the Wenchuan earthquake liquefied many slopes and made them vulnerable to storm-triggered mudslides. This study considers only the primary landslides following the quake. Significant parts of the study area is ‘conditionally unstable-stable only when being not-so-wet’ and we anticipate future slope movements in the following rainy seasons to come.
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